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Our understanding of the characteristics of the highest energy cosmic rays has improved enormously with the 

operation of the Pierre Auger Observatory, situated in western Argentina.  Its extremely large collecting area 

(3000 square kilometres), coupled with the layers of cross-checks provided by two fundamentally different 

detection techniques (surface and fluorescence detectors) has led to large numbers of events at high energies 

with well-understood measurement uncertainties.  In this talk I will describe the state of our understanding of 

the highest energy cosmic rays with a variety of results from the Auger Observatory, including new features 

of the energy spectrum, and strong hints of directional anisotropy at the highest energies.  This time marks the 

end of "Phase 1" of the life of the experiment, as we move to the completion of a major upgrade known as 

AugerPrime. 

 

 

 

 
Fig 2.: Arrival direction map for cosmic ray 
energies greater than 4 × 10!"eV [2]. 
 

Fig. 1: Energy spectrum at the highest energies [1].   
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 suppression, is a new observation. For all parameters and
observables presented in the text, the first error is statistical
and the second systematic.
From the measured energy spectrum one can infer the

differential energy density per dex (dex indicates decade in
log10 E, following the convention of [22]), obtained as
lnð10Þð4π=cÞE2JðEÞ. It provides a measurement of the
energy density of the local Universe attributable to cosmic
rays. Above the ankle, a range in which UHECRs are of
extragalactic origin [5], the integration over energy results
in ð5.66# 0.03# 1.40Þ × 1053 ergMpc−3. This translates
into constraints on the luminosity of the sources, as
discussed below.
A detailed examination of the systematic uncertainties of

the energy spectrum is reported in [8]. The uncertainty in
the flux amounts to 30%–40% near 2.5 × 1018 eV, 25% at
1019 eV, and 60% at the highest energies. The uncertainties
include contributions from the absolute energy scale (the
largest), the exposure, the unfolding procedure, and the
Sð1000Þ reconstruction. No indication of further systematic
uncertainties has been found from a comparison of the
spectra calculated over different time periods, seasons, and
ranges of zenith angle.

The wide declination range covered, from δ ¼ −90° to
δ ¼ þ24.8°, allows a search for dependencies of energy
spectra on declination. For this, we have divided the sky
into three declination bands of equal exposure. In each
band, the estimation of the spectrum is made as for the
whole field of view, but using unfolding-correction factors
relevant to the band in question. We report in Table I the
parameters characterizing the spectral features for each
declination range. They are seen to be in statistical agree-
ment. There is thus no obvious dependence with declina-
tion over the energy range covered. A trend for the intensity
to be slightly higher in the Southern Hemisphere is
observed [8], consistent with the anisotropy observations
[6]. We therefore claim a second new result, namely that the
energy spectrum does not vary as a function of declination
in the range accessible at the Auger Observatory other
than in the mild excess from the Southern Hemisphere
expected in line with the known energy-dependent anisot-
ropies above 8 × 1018 eV. A comparison of the spectrum
with that of Telescope Array measured in the Northern
Hemisphere is discussed in [8] and references therein.
Astrophysical implications of the features of the energy

spectrum.—We now examine the validity of models pro-
posed to explain features of UHECRs using the new
information given here and the data on mass composition
and arrival directions recently reported [5,6,23–28]. If
UHECRs are produced throughout the Universe, to reach
Earth they must cross the background photon fields
permeating the extragalactic space. In particular, the cosmic
microwave background photons induce pion production
with protons colliding at around 5 × 1019 eV and photo-
disintegration of heavier nuclei at a roughly similar thresh-
old, leading to the expectation of a spectral steepening (the
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect [29]). Depending
on the energy and chemical composition of the UHECRs,
higher-energy background photons, such as infrared light,
may also be responsible of interactions producing the flux
steepening.
A popular framework has been that what is observed

comes from universal sources, uniformly distributed, that
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FIG. 1. Top: energy spectrum scaled by E2 with the number of
detected events in each energy bin. In this representation the data
provide an estimation of the differential energy density per
decade. Bottom: energy spectrum scaled by E3 fitted with a
sequence of four power laws (red line). The numbers
(i ¼ 1;…; 4) enclosed in the circles identify the energy intervals
where the spectrum is described by a power law with spectral
index γi. The shaded band indicates the statistical uncertainty of
the fit. Upper limits are at the 90% confidence level.

TABLE I. Spectral parameters in three different declination
ranges. The energies E12, E23, and E34 are given in units of
1018 eV and the normalization parameter J0 in units of
1018 km−2 sr−1 yr−1 eV−1. Uncertainties are statistical.

½−90.0°;−42.5°' ½−42.5°;−17.3°' ½−17.3°;þ24.8°'
J0 1.329# 0.007 1.306# 0.007 1.312# 0.006
γ1 3.26# 0.03 3.31# 0.03 3.30# 0.03
γ2 2.53# 0.04 2.54# 0.04 2.44# 0.05
γ3 3.1# 0.1 3.0# 0.1 3.0# 0.1
γ4 5.2# 0.4 4.4# 0.3 5.7# 0.6
E12 5.1# 0.2 4.9# 0.2 5.2# 0.2
E23 14# 2 14# 2 12# 1
E34 47# 4 37# 4 51# 4
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Figure 8. Flux map at energies above 40 EeV with a top-hat smoothing radius  = 25� in Galactic coordinates. The
supergalactic plane is shown as a gray line. The blank area is outside the field of view of the Pierre Auger Observatory. The
complete Figure set (49 images), which shows the map as a function of energy threshold, is available in the online journal.
Fig. Set 8. Flux map above the energy threshold labeled in the Figure.

relation would not necessarily suggest causation in the926

form of the identification of the origin of UHECRs, as927

regular and turbulent magnetic fields traversed by these928

charged particles could alter the anisotropic pattern ob-929

served on Earth (e.g. Kotera & Lemoine 2008; Erdmann930

et al. 2016; Farrar & Sutherland 2019; Bell & Matthews931

2022).932

Though the most significant deviation from isotropy933

is found at energies around ⇠ 40 EeV for almost all the934

analyses, the excess is also hinted at for all catalogs and935

the Centaurus region at energies around ⇠ 60 EeV, as936

shown in Figure 8 (see online material). Indeed, it was937

in this higher energy range that the first indication of938

anisotropy was found in early Auger data (Pierre Auger939

Collaboration 2007). An interpretation of the energy940

evolution of the signal on intermediate angular scales941

could be drawn in terms of maximum energy achieved942

for higher-charge nuclei. In a Peters’ cycle scenario such943

as discussed in Section 5, the evidence for anisotropy944

above ⇠ 40EeV would be interpreted as stemming from945

CNO nuclei, which would suggest Z ⇡ 10 � 12 nuclei946

to be responsible for the departure from isotropy above947

⇠ 60 EeV. The estimate of maximum rigidity used here948

is based on the combined fit of spectrum and depth of949

shower maximum performed in Pierre Auger Collabora-950

tion (2017c). The direct inclusion in such analyses of951

arrival-direction information will enable us to test more952

directly this scenario. If this scenario of local extragalac-953

tic sources is extrapolated to lower energies, one could954

expect a contribution from He nuclei (see e.g. Lemoine955

& Waxman 2009) in the energy range where a signifi-956

cant dipole, but no significant quadrupole has been re-957

ported using data from the Observatory. The strength958

of such an anisotropic contribution could nonetheless959

be further diluted in the contribution from more dis-960

tant sources. We foresee that an in-depth comparison961

could be drawn studying the evolution of the large-scale962

dipolar and quadrupolar components as a function of963

energy.9 Alternatively, a more model-dependent but964

also more-constrained approach could exploit full-sky965

flux-limited catalogs encompassing galaxies out to the966

cosmic-ray horizon at the ankle energy.967

At this stage, it is not possible to make claims on968

which are the sources of the highest energy particles969

known in the Universe. This is in part due to the de-970

flection they su↵er in magnetic fields. Identifying the971

sources of UHECRs indeed runs parallel to deducing972

properties of Galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields,973

and constraints on one of these will enhance our un-974

derstanding of the other. An important step will be975

taken through the inclusion of composition-sensitive ob-976

9 We checked that no significant large-scale deviation from isotropy
can be inferred from arrival-direction data in the energy range
covered here, with constraints on the dipolar and quadrupolar
components not in tension with those expected from best-fit
catalog-based models (as inferred e.g. for the 2MASS Redshift
Survey in di Matteo & Tinyakov 2018).


